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Beneath an Endless Sky by Eternell, released 22 March 2018

1. Frequency
2. Alcyone
3. Tiara
4. Life Will Set You Free
5. Playing
6. Sister
7. Tears of Reverence
8. Planes
9. Dark Night
10. Gray Havens
11. Inner Wandering
12. Floating
13. Eden (Omnipresence)

Running time: 2:23:49 All selections have been specially edited for this compilation.

~a Stereoscenic retrospective~

“It’s interesting to think back on how this compilation has come to be. Paul Asbury Seaman Eternell's music reminds me of Cousin Silas; in other places it has the slow, undulating synth washes reminiscent of Steve Roach’s signature sound, but all within the parameters of the “Sleeping Pill” aesthetic. Clocking in at almost 2 1/2 hours, this is a generous collection with some nice variations in its emotional atmospheres. Unavailable. Upland Music. Daniel Jorgensen | Beneath An Endless Gray. 6 years ago

6 years ago. Solo Piano. Show more. 7 comments. endless blue canopy at 2:16: Wow Posted 6 years ago

6 years ago.